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The article by Kılıç was published in the November issue [Anatol J Cardiol 2021 Nov;25(11):839-840] with the heading 
“Author’s Reply” as a part of the “Letter to the Editor,” which was again published in the same issue [Anatol J Cardiol 
2021 Nov;25(11):838]. The author has requested that a specific title be given for the article together with a separate 
DOI.

The author’s correction request was evaluated and accepted by the Editorial Board. A new DOI (10.5152/AnatolJCardi-
ol.2021.513-R) and heading (Reply to letter to the editor: Warning: Potential risks and limitations of preemptive alcohol 
septal ablation before transcatheter mitral valve replacement) were assigned for the article. You may access the up-
dated article on the journal’s website.
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In the article by Birinci and Simten-Malhan, entitled “Distribution and Economic Burden of Diabetes-Related Microvas-
cular Complications in Türkiye” that was published in the October issue of the Anatolian Journal of Cardiology (Ana-
tol J Cardiol. 2023; 27(10): 597-607 - 10.14744/AnatolJCardiol.2023.3762), a material error occurred within the text and 
tables (Table 7, 8 and 9) of the article, unintentionally. Specifically, the costs of insulin and needle tips were mistakenly 
switched, with the insulin cost being listed under the needle tip column, and vice versa. We apologize to our readers for 
this mistake and any confusion it may have caused.

You may access the updated version of the article via the link below.

https://jag.journalagent.com/anatoljcardiol/pdfs/AJC-95875-ORIGINAL_INVESTIGATION-BIRINCI.pdf
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